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Author: Safety pin caused
horse's Triple Crown defeat
Ending a 40-year-old debate, Atlanta author Peter Lee says that a safety pin was
the major cause of Spectacular Bid's loss in the 1979 Belmont Stakes.
Spectacular Bid, who was on the verge of a Triple Crown in 1979, finished third
in the Belmont, beginning a 37-year Triple Crown drought. Many experts have
thought the horse's trainer, Bud Delp, made up the story that the horse stepped
on a safety pin as an excuse. They point toward 19-year-old jockey Ron
Franklin's poor ride as the reason for the loss.
"Spectacular Bid was sidelined for two months after the Belmont Stakes," says
Lee, author of Spectacular Bid: The Last Superhorse of the Twentieth Century. "He
developed a serious infection, and the injury actually affected him during the
race."
Lee interviewed several people close to the horse, including the horse's owners,
Tom Meyerhoff and Teresa Meyerhoff Pete, and trainer Bud Delp's brother,
Richard, who all corroborated the story.
Horses run on leads, in which they land first with one particular foot. They
change leads several times during a race to save energy. During the Belmont,
Spectacular Bid never changed leads, opting instead to favor the foot that
stepped on a safety pin. Such pounding on the dirt by a 1,000-pound animal
was like running on a blood blister. "He ran with pain," Lee said.
(more)

Safety pin caused Triple Crown defeat, page 2
Spectacular Bid: The Last Superhorse of the Twentieth Century chronicles the career
of a horse who was sold as a yearling for $37,000 to a family from Maryland,
trained by a small-time trainer of claimers, and ridden by a 19-year-old who
two years earlier had never ridden a horse.
He won 26 of 30 races and went undefeated as a 4-year-old, earning the #10
ranking in The Blood-Horse's list of the Top 100 Thoroughbreds of the 20th
century.
The book, published by the University Press of Kentucky, is available at
Amazon, Barnes & Noble and other booksellers.
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About
the

BOOK

A safety pin was all that kept Spectacular Bid
from becoming the 11th horse to take the
Triple Crown in 1979. This book examines
Spectacular Bid from his humble beginnings—
born in a mud puddle on a horse farm in
Versailles, Ky.—to becoming one of the
greatest American racehorses.
On the morning of the 1979 Belmont Stakes,
Spectacular Bid stepped on a safety pin in his
stall, injuring his foot. He had won the first
two races—the Kentucky Derby and the
Preakness Stakes—but finished third in the
Belmont Stakes, most likely due to his injury.
But that loss did not deter him from becoming
one of horse racing’s greatest competitors.
After taking two months to recover, the
battleship gray colt went on to win 26 of 30
races during his career.

He was voted the 10th greatest Thoroughbred of the 20th century according to
Blood-Horse magazine, and A Century of Champions places him ninth in the world and
third among North American horses—even ahead of the immortal Man o’ War.
This biography tells the story of the colorful characters surrounding the champion—
including Bud Delp, the brash and cocky trainer who was distrustful of the Kentucky
establishment, and Ron Franklin, the 19-year-old jockey who buckled under the
stress and pressure associated with fame—and how they witnessed the splendor and
triumphs of Spectacular Bid. This is an encompassing look into the legacy of one of
horseracing’s true champions.

PRAISE

for the
book

“No chronicle of racing’s Golden Age of the 1970s, with one superstar after another,
would be complete without the story of the $37,000 yearling purchase Spectacular
Bid, who rose from the barn of Maryland hardboot Buddy Delp to become one the
greatest superstars of all time. Peter Lee does a masterful job telling the back story
of how ‘The Bid,’ despite controversy and an ill-timed injury that cost him the
Triple Crown, developed into what many still call ‘the perfect racehorse.’ ”

—Steve Haskin, Blood Horse Senior Correspondent
“A fast-paced and exciting look at the life and times of one of the modern era’s
most impactful horses. Even though I chronicled ‘The Bid’s’ career as a reporter, I
learned a lot of things about the horse I never knew in this all-encompassing book.”
—Barry Irwin, owner and breeder of 2011
Kentucky Derby winner Animal Kingdom
“Winning a Triple Crown is an automatic stamp of immortality—think Secretariat,
Citation, and the others—but what about those horses that didn’t quite make it?
Where do they fit in the hierarchy of Thoroughbred racing’s history? Peter Lee
makes a strong argument that Spectacular Bid deserves a place among the sport’s
elite despite coming up short in his bid for the Triple Crown. A once-in-a-lifetime
horse for his owners, for a veteran trainer best known for his success with claimers,
and for an inexperienced jockey beset with problems, Spectacular Bid was the best
of his generation . . . Was Spectacular Bid really the last superhorse of the twentieth
century? It’s difficult to say, but Lee’s well written and thoroughly researched book
is excellent fodder for the argument.”
—Milton C. Toby, author of Taking Shergar:
Thoroughbred Racing's Most Famous Cold Case

Q&A
1.

with the
author

Why write a book on Spectacular Bid? Most people have never heard of
him.
That's just it - He was one of the greatest horses ever, yet history has
forgotten about him because he stepped on a safety pin the morning of
the most important race in his career. He was my favorite horse when I
was 10 years old, and I was heartbroken when he lost the Belmont Stakes
in 1979. I didn't follow the news, though, so I didn't find out about the
safety pin and his unbeaten 4-year-old season until several years later.

2.

Did Spectacular Bid’s bloodlines suggest greatness?
Not at all. His sire was Bold Bidder, who had a good career and pedigree,
but his mother, Spectacular, won only four of 10 starts and raced at
fairgrounds. Her mother was a twin - a rarity in horses that some said
suggested a weak pedigree. And Spectacular Bid's progeny, for the most
part, was disappointing. It's as if lightning struck in a bottle for this horse.

3.

You emphasize the fact that most of the horse’s team was from Maryland
– not Kentucky. Why was that important?
The bloodlines of Thoroughbred racing go through Kentucky, and most
of the history and money have been in New York. To have a group of
Marylanders come into Kentucky and steal the Kentucky Derby from
them was almost blasphemous. The Meyerhoffs, the owners of the colt,
weren't invited to certain dinner parties, and the old Kentucky "hardboots"
did not appreciate trainer Bud Delp's arrogance and patent-leather shoes.
What's interesting is that Spectacular Bid himself was born in Kentucky.

Q&A, page 2
4.

How does a person from north Georgia get involved with horse racing?
As a child, I was enamored with Walter Farley's Black Stallion books. He
gave horses an almost human quality - the ability to compete and win
despite enormous odds. About that same time, Seattle Slew, Affirmed and
of course, Spectacular Bid made runs at the Triple Crown, and I read
about what special horses had won it before them. They were superstars.

5.

How would you rank Spectacular Bid among the all-time great
Thoroughbreds?
I won't deny Man O' War and Secretariat's places in history. To me,
they're the two greatest horses ever. I would also place Citation, Native
Dancer and Count Fleet in the Top 5. Spectacular Bid would be #6 - he
won 26 of 30 races and went unbeaten as a 4-year-old.

